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Robot Pro-Wrestling Times
My own robots dreams -everything robots-

Robot Pro-Wrestling Show was held at Hida-city,
Gifu (Japan) in July17th, 2016.
Robot pro-wrestling ‘Dekinnoka!’ (meaning, “Can
you do it!?” in Japanese) was held at Funatsu-za in
th

Gifu prefecture for the 27 times. This event was
intended to pump up the Hida-kamioka High
School, which was the regularly participant of the
robot pro-wrestling and also the prizewinner of
ROBO-ONE contest.
Hida-kamioka High School is one of the few high
school which has a robot club as a school activity.
Right after our announcement of this robot prowrestling event launch in Hida, they soon formed
a group with members of the high school graduates
and their relatives, called ‘Hida-kami Supporter’
(meaning ‘Hida-kamioka High School Spirits
Supporter’ in Japanese), wanting to let their local

people know more about their robot club.
They have also committed vigorously to promote
this event to other local people in Hida-city. With
their big support, the event was ended with a great
success and attracted nearly 500 people in a day.
We had 4 robot pro-wrestling games on that day

We had total of 4 heated matches in the event.

and they were live broadcast through YOUTUBE
as well. This Robot pro-wrestling show
‘Dekinnoka!’ is planned to be held continuously to
entertain more children in a world and let them
know the fun and how amazing these robots
technologies are willing to do in the future.

* YOUTUBE Broadcast： https://youtu.be/q6jNYJpk-Tg

Robot wrestler of
Hida-kamioka High School, Neutrino.

―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――

What is Robot Pro-Wrestling ‘Dekinnoka!’ ?
Robot pro-wrestling ‘Dekinnoka!’ is a robot
entertaining show with humanoid robots. We have
established this group in November 3rd, 2008,
hoping to make an opportunity for children to
become more interested in ‘Handmade’ through
these exciting and cool handmade robot pro-

Our show is not only held in Japan but in the U.S. as well!

wrestling show.

We have focused and spend times more on

Please go ahead and take a look at our Robot

its performance (design) and how we could

Entertainment Show! This Robot Pro-

maximize the surprises or enjoyments of

Wrestling is THE ONLY Robot Entertainment

our audience through the show. We believe

show in a world where you can experience the

Robot pro-wrestling’s purpose is not a tournament

that will lead children to lower the threshold

lots of fun and surprises of robot technologies!

game which is intended to decide the winner. It is

and to make them wonder or become

the ENTERTAINMENT show.

interested in these robot technologies.

We have held this show for 27th times now and
earned good reputations from the children mainly
through local festivals or handmade craft events.

Robot Pro-Wresting ‘Dekinnoka’ Show
will be held at Maker Faire Tokyo 2016!
You can see our show at Maker Faire Tokyo 2016!! Don’t miss this exciting show!!
< Booth no. >

< Saturday, August 6, 2016 >

E-06-06 13:00/ 15:30/ 18:00
* YOUTUBE Channel ：https://www.youtube.com/user/atamo21

< Sunday, August 7, 2016 >

11:00/ 14:00/ 17:00
* Our Web-Site (Japanese)： http://www.ryuketsu-kamen.jp/robot
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